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INTRODUCTION 
There is con~iderable physical technology involved in nuclear Na.ators 
and steam power plant cycl~s. However economic considerations are of 
prime interest also, especiaUy to utilities which operate to make a pro-
fit. 0tmsie:e of their desires to advan.ge scientific knowledge, u.tili.tiea 
will develop nl.'Wlear power with expectations that it will become cheaper 
than conventi01Ull power. 
The main purpose• of this study is to give a wstematic and logical 
approa~ to an ec;:onomic evalua'tion of power p].fmts. Since nuelear power 
is a relatively new field, the tecbnelogy changes rapidly. There-fore any 
speeific information in this study must be used in a g,neral llll.Dl'ler sinee 
each power plant will have its ewn peculiar circumstances. 
The first part of this 0c0nomic study is intended to indicate the 
tremendous growth of electrie power. Future predietions show that as the 
industry continues to grow and fossil fuel prices rise., nu.clear power will 
play an increasingly iluportant rele in power generation. 
The second sectien is. devoted to the power plant rel.a.ti ve to the· 
total power system. A:D,y economic e~tions ef nuelea.r power mus~ be 
made with respect to th• total system rather than just a eompa.rison with 
an altel'nate plant. 
It will be a aumber of years before exact ~ost data for· a nuclear 
po,-r plant can be determined., capital costs will be reduced. as equipaent 
and eon1tructi011 tedmique.s are standardized. Considerable operating ex-
perience is needed before fuel cycle costs can be acc.'Urately eval'll&ted. 
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A true reflectioii of these costs will be felt as the second generation of 
cores ifi put into operation. 
The lut section ia devoted to a consideration of the status and the 
future poteatiaJ. of a number of reactor conoepta. The purpose of this sec• 
tion 1, to show that not only is it difficult ~o make an economic compari• 
son between nuclear and comentional power but it is also difficult t0 
make an economic eompari,.son among the different rea4tor eoneepta. 
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REVIEW OF LXTIIRA.TURB 
It vill be a number of years before any acO\lrate cost figures ean be 
det:errrd.ned for operating reaot:ora. Much of the cost information available 
today~ e.sti.Jlll.tes made by individual companies working on specific reac-
tor concepts. The Atomic Energy Commiaaion has standardi1ed the informa-
tion from theee different aompaniea so that a eompari.son among the different 
rQ.ctors cu be made (23., 29). The Atem.ic Energy Oammission has a.ls"' pub-
lished a aeriei of reports 8Ulllllal'izing the different reactor eoneept1 
(24, 25). The last soc;tio.n of this thesis was taken primarily from this 
aerita of reports. 
Since the nuclear power field is rapidly changin&., period.1.ce.l.s are 
the principal aouree of intonna.tion en nactor coats. Periodicals pe~ 
taining to the powr field aa wll aa periodicals pertaining to nuclear 
energy contain considerable infoniation on nuclear power (4., 16; 17., 19, 
30). 
There are so.me good books perta:lni ng to economics of power plauts 
(3., a., 10., 19). The information .trom books muat be tnated in general, 
hewever., because much of the cost data may be obsolete, especially in the 
older books.. 
The data uaed in power growth anaqaia was taken from aounes close 
to the power field (i, 5, 61 14, lS). Electrical world and Federal Power 
Commission reports~ eapecially helpful for obtaining electrle&l gen-
eratien data. 
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To obtain suffieient underatan<ling of nuclear power economic•~ many 
different ao-urcea must be read and evaluated.. It is hoped that the 
literature eited will help any intertJated reader to expud on any partie ... 
ulai" u .pect o_f this study. 
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POWER GROWTH 
The power field has been a rapidly expanding industry. The sales of 
electricity have doubl ed almost every decade. The future trend does not 
indicate much ehange in this growth. The population will increase and 
J)eopl e will spend more . Industries will spring up and expand. People 
will want more conveniences and electricity will supply these conveniences. 
More fuel will be required to supply this increase in power. Fossil 
fuels will supply much of this demand.. However nuclear power will be ex-
panded to carry some of the demand especially in areas of high fossil fuels. 
Fuel Trends 
Fuel utilization 
The majority of the power plants in the United States produce power 
using coal as the main fuel. A comparison of the consumption of coal and 
gas, the second most important fuel, from January, 1956 to September, 1960 
is indicated in Figure 1. Gas is u.sed to produce about 25% as much elec-
trical energy as coal. The figure indicates the variation of fuel consump-
tion with respect to the season. Coal consumption rises during the winter 
and drops during the summer. Natural gaa consumption peaks during the sum-
mer and drops off during the winter. This variation is due to the availa-
bility of gas. During the winter gas ia not available to utilities in the 
colder regions of the United States because of its use for home heating. 
In contrast to the nation as a whole, the power plants of Iowa consume 
gas and coal in almost equal aniounta (Figure 2) . The only difference in 
the consumption of these two fuels is the seasonal variation. In 1959, 
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52% of the fuel utilized in Iowa to pnduce power was coal and 47% was 
ru,lt\lral gas (ll). The normalllation factors used '£Qr low in Figure 2 are 
different frem the factors uied for th-a aation as a whole because there are 
larger and :more efficient plants in other parts of the co-untry, especially 
in large industrial areas. 
The eo·st cf the fossil fuels in Iowa was 27 .8¢ per million BTU f or 
ccal and 25.9¢ per million BTU fer gas in 1959 accerding te the National 
Coal Association (11). Park shows from a suney that half of the coal con-
sumed in Iowa. is Illinois coal while only about a third of the coal con-
sumed is Iowa coal (13). 
Fuel reserves 
To determine the fuol reseJ."Ves of the world is a very diffioclt task. 
There have been numereus surveys to determine the fu,l reserves of the 
world; however. the surveys differ greatly in their estimates beeause of 
the difficulties of accurate-determinations. 
Fossil fuel reserves The recoverable reserves of coal in the 
United States at current prlees is 45 billlen short tons which is the 
equivalent of 1.2 Q (12). A Q is defined as 1018 BTU. This value can be 
contrasted te the annual consumption of the electric p0Wr industry from 
Figure l vhich is about on~ sixth of total energy consumed. If the price 
is allcvod to inorease by a factor of 2, the recoverable deposits increase 
to 675 billion tons er 14.6 Q, a factor of around 10. By allowing the n-
covery cost to inerease by a factor Qf J, the recoverable deposits increase 
to 830 billion tona or 17,.9 Q, a factor of about 15 from tha current re-
coverable price. The deposits of the World at J times the present 
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recoverable costs are 2.,370 billion tons or 53.l Q. In the United States 
the coal-equivalent reserves of petroleum are about 7 billion tons, of 
natllral gas they are about 11 billion tons., and of natural gu liquofied 
they are about l billi.on tons (11). 
According to a study by Searl, fosail fuel consumption in the year 
2000 inay- be 5 times the consumption in 1958 (18). This study also showetl 
that the World cumulative eon8UJllption by 2000 may be 11.65 Q compared to 
3. 70 Q up tmtil 1958. From 1958 to 2000 the United States may"•• 3.81 Q 
whieh i1 2½ times the total cumulative usage by the United States up until 
1958. 
Thi• same study by Searl indicated fo•sil fuel reaources of the World 
in 1958 were 111.02 Q with 19.22 Q available at less than 125% of 1958 
prices. The United States resources were estimated to be 28.57 Q. in 1958 
with s.57 Q available at less than 1.25% of 1958 prices. 
At the expected conaup~ion rate 90% of the foatil fuel reaoul"Ces 
should still be left by the year 2080. However at a yearly increase in 
consumption of alightly greater than 4%, the foa:li.l fuel resources would 
be expended by 2050. 
lt is difficult to estimate uranium reservea of 
the World beqause little is known of depoaita in tho Sovie--t Bloc. There 
are reasonably a&8Ul"ed reserves of 240 thousand tons U30s in the United 
States and l l'Aillion tons U30s in the Free World (12) . Current recover-
abJ,.e co~ts of these an between $8 and $10 per pound of u3oa• The geologic 
estima:te of possible future diaeoveries indicate the deposits of the United 
States might be 400 thousand tons with Free World deposit• as mch u 4 
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million tons. It is rather- difficult to put these uranium reserves on 
the same basis as coal as far as BTU cont-ent is concemed. If it is 
assumed that 6.5% of the uralli.llJll eoul-d. be "burned up" in some type of 
breed.er reactor, Table l shows the comparative amount of energy avail-
able from re•ervea of coal and uranium. Using the value of 65% for 
"bumup" w can obtain a. heat content of 2. 16 (1010) BTU/lb for uruium 
while coal has a heat content of around 101 000 BTU/lb. 
Fuwn fuel reguireme.nts 
The fue.l requirements for pover plants should increase only slightly 
less than the demand for power. The electric utilities will ceQume 
approximat ely 40% more fuel in 1965 than in 1960 ( 6). The uae of gas 1-s 
expecte.d to increase by 9% per year and the ute of coal by 7% per year. 
In Iowa the increase in use of gas will be about 40% and the increase in 
use of eoal will be about 50$ for the f'!.ve year period. Oil coniUmption 
will inerea,e also but it makes up only about 4- of the amount of fuel 
col1SUllled in power production. As the conswnption of these foa.sil fuels 
rise their cost is also expected. to rise. 
The cost of coal on a national average may be about 29¢ per million 
BTU in 1965 and 31¢ per million BTU in l9?S (11). This same nference 
$hows that the cost in I owa may be 29¢ per million BTU in l9&S but may 
inorea~e to 35¢ per million BTU in 1975. The greatest expected increase 
may oome in gas, however, where it is expected to coat around 29f per 
million B1'U in 1965 wt may increase to 39¢ per million BTU in 1975. 
'these cost increases could have a significant effect on the economies 
ef nuclear power plants. 
Table l. Heat energy available from uranium and eoal reserves (l.2) 
Present 100% inerease in 200% increase in 
prices present prices pnsent prices 
Reserves Energy Reserves Energy Reseffes Energy 
106 short loll BTU 106 short 1018 BTU 106 short 1018 BTU 
tons ton, tons 
Uranium 
United Statea 0.20 9 0.1 31 o.s 35 
Free World o.ss 37 J . 4 (?) 150 4.2 (?) 180 
\0 
Coal 
United States 45,000 1.2 615,000 15 830,000 18 
Free World 58,000 1.s 1,035,000 22 1,210,000 28 
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Power Trends 
Past power utili5ation 
The amount of power consumed in the United States has doubled al.most 
every decade. An interesting curve is obtained if the sales of electrical 
energy are plotted as a function of time on aw-log graph paper (Figura 
3). The increase in both the United. States and Iowa has followed an 
exponential funct.ion. There are dev.iations from the curve, however, 
e.speeiall.y during the war years but these de'\'iatiens have been alight • . 
Since the past power production has been an expc,nential grollth, an 
equation eaa be written to represent this power growth. An eqM.tion that 
seems to foll~w the total utility production in the United States is 
P = 4.8 (109) e0. 08SY KWH (1) 
where t = year of this century (50 ams 1950) 
If equation (1) is differentiated with respect to time, the approximate 
ra.te of pewr growth at any year from 1935 to 1960 can be determined. 
Differentiating (1) yields 
(l) 
A similar result can: be obtained frem the production of electrical 
power by the six major private utilities of Iowa. The total utility 
produetion in Iowa is abeut 120% of the private utility production; how-
ever data for total utility produetion in Iowa was not available. For the 
years from 1948 to 1959, an equation representing private utility pro-
duction in Iowa is 
(3) 
ll 
The rate of growth is. 
* = 5.57 (106) e0.07581 KWH/year (4) 
The rate of gro:wth of utility production in the United States ii 
slightly greater than the rate of growth of private utility produe'tion in 
Iowa. These equations ea.n be U8ed to obtain possible future production; 
h.owever cauti on should be used because of other faetors that are involved. 
Power sales are usually classified into the following four group$: 
industrial, residential, commercial,_ Qd others. Rural sales make up a 
aigru.ficant portion of the t;otal sales in Icwa; howeftr even here th@se 
salea. are not as much u industrial, residential, and conmercial. For the 
United States •s a vhole, industrial sales make up about 48% of the total, 
residential sales about .29$,_ and commercial sales about 17%. In Iowa 
residential saJ.e,a make up about 45% of the total, industrial sales about 
33%, and commerei.al about 18%. The•e values are for the utilities, both 
l'.rivate and pul)lic. 
Future power reguim!nts 
When studying future power requirements many other factors are in-
volved besides paat power trends. It is difficult to eva,l1,1&te expeeted 
power trends and even many of the experts disagree on these treuda 
(Figure 4). Electrical World, a leading ma,;uine in the J>O'Wer field, is 
the most optimiatic fer future power sale■• There ia alto considerable 
differences of opinion on future generating capacity (Figure 5). The 
points are values of expected gene~ting capacity from the references 
indicated and the curves have been extrapolated through them. The two 
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lower curves are estimates of future nu.clear generating capacity. Some 
of the predictions may be optimistic and some pessimistic but it ia gen ... 
erally agreed that nuclear power may haTe aa much as 20% of the total 
generating capacity by 1980. 
Predicting future power requirements is diffieult but very necessary 
because it tak~s years of planning before a plant can actually be e0n-
st-1"U;eted. SinQe the investment in the plant will be great, care should 
· be used to insure that future demand will warrant such a plant. 
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
Any power plant must be anal yzed with respect to the system in whi ch it 
operates. This has become increasingly important because plants are be-
coming larger and usi ng more miles of transmission lines with their i nher-
ent losses. Economic factors such as water and fuel dictate the l ocation 
of a conventional plant . Population density is a factor in the location 
of a nuclear plant. Power systems are i nterconnected for purposes of 
economy and thi s will have an ef fect upon where a new plant should be built. 
Selection of r lant 
Plant capacity 
The size of a plant t o be buil t or unit to be added to a present 
pl ant must be evaluated with respect t o the future demand in the partic-
ular area. The demand on the total electrical system also influences t he 
size . Most systems have in oper ation enough "spinning capacity" that t he 
difference between t he capacity that the operating equipment could handle 
and the actual output at the time is equal to the largest unit in opera-
t ion. This limits the size of units for a small system; however in 
i nterconnected systems this "spinning reserve" is usual l y handled over 
the whole interconnection. 
Plant location 
Four major factors affect the location of a conventional plant. These 
i nclude transmission expense, f uel, water supply and land value . The 
population density i n the surrounding area would be a factor in nuclear 
plants. This would affect both the amount of land required and type of 
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oonta:im»ent needed. The plant sho11ld be located. considerable distance 
fnm any large eity probably at least 35 miles. Tho prevailing winds and 
storm considerations should be considered. Possibilities of radioactive 
waste disposal must be deternd.ned. The geology ef the soil must also be 
considered.. 
Eguipnt seleetion 
The selection of equipment will be of c.oaaiderable importance. There 
are many different types of reactors and fluid c:ycles to consider. cur-
rently there is not any major standardization in any one type of reactor. 
The light,...vater moderated and cooled rea~tors have proved most economical. 
The design of a reactor mu.at be approved by the Atomic Energy Ooomiaaion 
be!ore construction can be startet.l. 
Loading et Plant 
Loading of a unit ia an important consideratian in the e-conomica of a 
power system. Since there is so little experience in cperatiD,g a nucleu 
power plant with respect to a system, a load factor has been assumed. 
However a. brief evaluation will be given on econollie loading of both con-
ventional and nuclear power plants. 
C!onY!ntional plant loading 
There are many methods threugb. which units of a system can be loaded.. 
A method ean be used to load the units successively in order of their 
cy-cle efficiencies. The units can be successively loaded., in ascending 
order of their heat rates, to their most efficient load.a. Then when these 
loads are :reached" they can be loaded to capacity in the same manner. 
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Another way to load the units is with respect to their rated capacity. 
Probably the most economic loading, however, is with respect to incremental 
production costs. 
The incremental scheduling method uses the principle that minimum input 
in dollar s per hour for a given total load is put into a system when all 
generating units are operated at the same incremental production cost. 
The incremental fuel cost is the rate of change of the input-output curve 
for a particular unit. The incremental fuel production costs include 
incremental fuel cost plus the incremental costs of labor, supplies, 
niaintenance , and water. By the use of Lagrangian multipliers, Kirobmayer 
shows that the incremental production costs of all the units of a system 
must be a constant (8) . With this method we get the following equation: 
where 
d.Fn = /\ 
dPn 
Fn = input to plant n in dollars per hour 
P0 = load on plant n 
)-. = Lagrangian multiplier 
(5) 
If transmission losses are not neglected, Kirchmayer shows the mininrum 
input in dollars per hour for a given received load is obtained by the 
solution of: 
where 
dFn + )-·1,PL = /\ 
dPn '::,Pn 
(6) 
Fn = input to plant n in dollars per hour 
Pn = output of plant n in megawatts 
:n = incremental production cost of plant n in dollars 
n per MWH 
PL= total transmission losses 
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)P )>PL= incremental transmiaaion loas at plant n in mega-
n watt• per megawatt 
A = ineremental eoat of received power in dollars per MWH 
The incremental transmi.sei0n loss at plant n can be expressed by 
where Bnm == transmission-loss-formula constants derived by 
Kirclunayer. 
(7) 
According to the reference, considerable saving• can be realised in 
the economic acheduling of generation by including ~he effects of trans-
mission. This would be particularly important in systems that have many 
miles of transmission lines. 
Nuclear pl.pt loading 
As will be indicated later, a nuclear power plant is essentially a 
high capital cost, low fuel cost type of power plant. One can assume 
that the nuclear generating twit can pick up any incremental load with no 
incremental fuel cost. This would. make the nuclear plant a hue load 
type of plant. Most studies of nuclear power use this aaaumption and 
base the costs for the plant on an 80% lead factor. The load factor ia 
defined as the ratio of the average load ovei- a designated period of time, 
usually a year,. to the peak load occuring in that period. The asamaption 
seems valid since many of the large ~fficient plants of the country oper-
ate at high load factors. However, as Macklin points out, a given core 
has a lilllited life in tel"lllS of megawatt-days and. the total nuclear fuel 
cost should be apportioned over the awn total of electrical energy gen-
en.ted. (10). Once a nuclear plant is oonatructed, its t'ixed charges 
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continue no matter what loads the plant will carry during its lifetime. 
Economic loading of a system will always result in a minimum fuel cost 
for die entire system. Although the nuclear plant presents problems 
s~what 4.ifferent from those encountered in a conventional plant$ there 
seems no logical reason why current techniques of economy load.i.ng should. 
be discarded. 
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CENTRAL STATION ECONOMICS 
The decision on whether to build a nuclear power plant will eome after 
a thorough analysis of cost comparison with a conventional plant. Thia 
cost comparison will vary with type, sise, and location of the plant. How-
ever there must be a method of comparison. It will be the purpose of this 
seetion to give a baaia for a cost comparison. It must l,e home in mind, 
however, that a plant shculd be evaluated with respect to the total system 
and not just compared vi.th an alternate plant. 
capital Coats 
Capital costs, in general, include all costs incurred to get a plant 
into operation. These costs include all engineering and design work, 
interest on maney, adm:inistratiTe expenae, and all construction and equip-
ment CQ&t:s. Some of these cost~ .. are rather d.iffioult to enluate so 
they are calculated as a fixed percentage of the construction and equip-
ment costs. Costs used in this section are taken fromAtomio Energy 
Commission Reports. 
Direet costs 
Direct costs are cenatruetion and equipment coata. These direct 
costs a.re broken down into apecifio parts of the plant as specified by 
the Federal Power Oollllliasion. Each of these acco\lllts will be inve1tigated 
with respect to the :particular section of the plant in which each is con-
tained. Cost estimates pertaining to diffeNnt 'types o-f reactor concept• 
aa well as cost estimates for conventional plant• will be given. These 
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direct coats are functions of the size of the plant so wherever possible 
an indication will be given of the size of plant concerned. The,e costs 
are usually ealculated in dollars per unit capacity of the plant. 
Land and land righ~s This aocount includes all land for the power 
plant and any privilege acquisitions needed. The land will usually be 
along a river or lake; however an alternate coollxtg water a,uppl.y .may be 
available and cooling towers uaed. In general, a nuclear plant will re-
quire mere land than a conventional plant because of the posaibilitT of a 
radioactive leak into the atmosphere. The plant may be located on Nla-
tively cheap wa.ate land. In a farming area such as Iowa, however, oheap 
land may be rather difficult to find. Most nuclear plant estimates are 
made under the assumption that the land will coat $360,000 regard.leas of 
the sise of the plant (29). A study by Sargent and Lundy on conventional 
plants UHd figures ranging from $20;000 for land for a 25 MW plant up to 
$501000 for a 315 MW plant (28). The land for a nuclear plant can be 
quite aignificant for small size plants, $4.8/KW for a 75 MW plant, but 
is relatively small for large plants, $1.2/KW for a JOO MW plant. The 
land costs are very small for conventional plants, $0.15/KW for 325 MW 
plant, compared to the total cost of the plant. 
Structures and improvements This aecount includes access roads for 
permanent use, general yard improvement,, buildings-, and reactor con-
tainer structures (for nuclear plants only). A coat of $51161,000 or 
$25/KW is estimated for a 200 MW conventional coal plant (2-8). The 
largest factor of this cc1t is in main building steel &nd superstructure. 
For nuclear plants, the containme11t stn.eture is the largest cost of this 
account. The containment structure is required to contain the reactivity 
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in case of a reactor accident. The cost of this containment building may 
vary from 45% of the t0tal structures cost for 200 MW pressurised water 
reactors .to 15% of the total structures for sodium graphite and. aqueous 
homogeneous reactors of the same size. This aceount cost for a 200 MW 
pressurized water reactor ia estimated to be $5,406,965 or $27/~ which ia 
not mu.eh higher than that of the conventional plant. For a 200 MW aqueous 
homogeneous reactor the structures are estimated to be $52. J/KW (29)~ 
Steam generating equipment 'l'his account is different for the tw 
types of plants. For a conventional plant it is called boiler plant 
e-quipment and includes the following: boiler and accessories, draft ay-
stem, fuel burning system, feed water system, piping system, fue.l and ash 
handling system, and miscellaneous steel and iron. The reactor plant 
equipment account includes the following: reactor equipment, heat tra.na-
fer equipment, fuel handling and storage facilities, f'uel reprocessing and 
refabrica.tion facilities, waste disposal facilities, inatrumentatiOD and 
control, feedwater supply and treatment facilities, and steam condenser 
and feedwater piping. Thia is the account in which the major difference 
lies between the two type.a of plants. The 200 MW coal fired plant would. 
have a boiler equipment cost of $12,910,000 or $64.5/KW (28). It ia 
rather difficult to make a comparison with nuclear plants because esti-
mates are all the way from $14,876,980 or $74. J/KW for a 200 MW organic 
eooled reactor to $43,923,560 or $219. 6/KW for a gas cooled reaetor. The 
200 MW pressuri~ed water reactor has a cost of $20,721,235 or $103.6/KW 
(29). A 133.6 MW pressUJl'ized water reaetor with a ceal fired superheater 
would have a reactor plant equipment cost of $16,591,375 or $124/KW (27) . 
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The reactor eq'Uipment, heat transfer equipment, and piping are the 
·eompenents of highest cost in this account. Probably the principal reason. 
for these high costs is the quality of materials needed. The gas cooled 
reactor mst be large because of the low heat transfer pnperties of gasea. 
Due to this relatively large size more material is required. which in tum 
causes the high cost of gas cooled reactor plant equipment. 
Tur~generator-'Wdts This account includes the following: turbo-
generators, circulating water systems, condensers, turbine plant i.Dstru-
mt,ntation and controls, turbine plant piping, auxiliary equipment for 
generators fl,lld other tur~in, plant equipment. This aecount coat should 
be similar for both types of plants although the nuclear plant turbine may 
be somewhat higher due to the speeial design req,lired to utilise the rel-
atively low-quality steam used in nuclear cycles. An estimated cost for 
a 20G MW coal plant is $81742,000 or $43.7/KW (28). The pressurized 
water :reactor would have a cost of $10,272.,600 or $51.3/KW while this cost 
for the boiling water reactor would be &FOlllld $47.4/KW (29). Th•ae nuelear 
coata could be brought down aomewhat by •dding a auperheater, either 
nuclear er fossil fired., which would raise the quality of steam fed. into 
the turbine. 
Accessorz electrical fffl:dpnt The aeeesaory electrie&l equipment 
account includes the followingi generator switchgear, switchboards and 
auxiliary switchgear., protective equipment., electrieal structure, conduit 
work., power and eontrol wiring, and station •ervice equipment. 'fhi,s 
account would be similar for both types of plants. Fer a 200 MW pressu-
rized water reactor it is estimated to be $1,179,500 or $5.8/KW (29). 
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Miscellaneous pgwr plant eg_uipment This account includes every-
thing else within the power plant that has not already been covered in the 
previous accounts. It includes the cranes and hoisting equipnent as well 
as compressed air and vacuum cleaning. The misceluneous power plaut 
equipnent would cost about $369,500 or $1. 8/KW for a 200 MW conventional 
plant and about $623.,840 or $3.l/KW for a 200 MW pressurized water reactor 
(29) . A crane is needed in the reactor building of the nuclear power 
plant. The cost of this crane weuld make up a considerable portion of tho 
cost difference in this account. 
Main power transformer The main transformer is not dependent upon 
the type of plant considered. For a 200 MW plant it w0uld cost around. 
$679.,500 or $3. 4/KW (29). 
I!direct c;oats 
The indirect coats are costs incidental to the actual construction and. 
purchase of equipment but cannot be accurately apportioned to any partic-
ular account. These costs are usually calculated as a percentage of the 
direct costs. 
Gene~al and administr.ative This category includes cons'tr.uotion., 
contre.ctor-is equipment and tools., and administrative goats of the owner. 
The Atomic Energy Oommiesion uses a value of 12.5% of the direct cost 
based on a 325 MW power plant (25). Thia value may be somewhat higher for 
a smaller plant but it would depend upon the particular plant involved. 
The nuclear plant ~osts may be somewhat higher than the convenuonal 
plant costs due to purchasing and expediting of novel and dnelopmental 
items which is usually always more expensive. However these eosts will be 
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reduced as the nuclear plant becomes more routine. 
lplgineering, design, and inspection Thia particular indirect cost 
is calculated at 14. 6% of the direct coat for a 325 MW plant; however the 
same percentage is used for smaller plants also (25). Thia percentage can 
be broken down into the following areas: professional services 7%, field 
expense 2. 5%, purchasing 2%, administrative eoats--client 2%, taxes and 
insurance- client 0. 5%, and temporary construction expensea-ellent 0. 6%. 
These coats have been somewhat high bee&use of inexperience but should 
decline graduallf• 
Start up coat This cost includes the "trial run" of the reactor. 
After the reactor reaches criticality it is given numerous tests before the 
Atomic Energy Commission will issue a license for full power operation. 
The cost is baied on 4½ months of operating costs (2S). This cost for a 
conventional plant may be figured a.s J months of operating coats. 
Contingencies Thia category includes anything omitted from the 
original schedule. An allowance of 10% of the total previous costs is used 
for this e.xpenae. 
Interest during construction The money obtained to start construc-
tion is usually borrowed. This account ahargos the use of that money as 
an expense . It is figured at an annual rate of 6% for a period of 36 
months of design and construction or 8. 1% of the total previous costs (25). 
The value 8.1% is relatively independent of the size of plant concerned. 
Summary of capital costs 
The capital costs of the nuclear plant are higher than thoae of the 
conventional plant. A relative comparison for total capital costs is 
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indicated in Figure 6. This figure shows that the capital costs of con-
ventional plants of all sizes are cheaper than the lowest cost reactor, 
t he organic moderated reactor. The capital costs of conventional plants 
are expected to be relatively constant or may even rise somewhat during 
t his decade due to increased labor costs. 
Figure 7 indicates the capital costs of three reactor concepts using 
fossil fired superheat. A comparison of these hybrid plant costs with 
all-nuclear plant costs does not reveal a significant cost difference. 
Fixed Charges 
A fixed charge liter ally means a constant expense, one that must be 
paid whether the plant operates or not. The cost of money and depreciation 
are fixed charges which are essentially functions of the initial investment. 
Taxes and insurance will be dependent upon the initial capital investment; 
however they are also dependent upon many other factors. Each of these 
charges is usually calculated as an annual percentage of the total capital 
cost and put on a per unit output basis by dividing the annual fixed 
charge by the yearly production. 
Cost of money 
To build a power plant, the utility can raise money by selling stock 
i n the corporation, selling bonds, or borrowing from a bank. In the case 
of a private enterprise, the money can be taken from the personal funds of 
the owner. The most common method of financing construction of a power 
plant, however, is through the sale of stocks and bonds. A share of com-
mon stock is a statement of indebtedness without a promise of a return or 
even repayment; however dividends are usually paid on the stock from 
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earnings of the company. The bonds are usually sold to a group of bankers 
and then the principal must be paid back after a certain period of time. 
A certain am0unt of the revenue muat be set aside each year to build up a 
fund to pay this principal. The eost of money will vary depending upon 
financial conditions, the credit of borrower, the popularity of the busi-
ness, and the hazards involved. Private utilities pay a higher interest 
rate than public utilities or government owned utilities. The national 
average for private finallei.ng of a conventional plant by a private utility 
i s 50% bends, 15% preferred atock, and 35% consion 1tocka (26). Ananal 
rates of return are 4.5% for bonds, 5. 0% for preferred stock and 9.57% for 
common stock. These values give a weighted average of 6. 35%. Budge and 
Lloyd (3) and the Atomic Energy Conmisaion (25) use a value of 6% for cost 
of money. 
De.preciati9n 
The depreciation depends upon the lifetime of a plant and is a func-
tion of design, material.a, workmanship, and quality of the c011Btniction 
and equipnent. The Bureau of Power of the Federal Pewer C0JIIBliesio:n has 
established a lifetime for conventional plants of 35 years and for nuclear 
plants of 25 years (26)., There are several methods of com}'llting deprecia.-
tion but the straight-line metbod i• most commonly uaed by utilities. 
Each year an equal proportion of the cost of the property based on its 
estimated lifetime is set aside. The eost of the property is the initial 
cost plus cost of removal minus the salvage value. The purpose of the 
depreciation accouat is to set aside money to replace equipment. Budge 
and Uoyd use an annual value of 1. 2% of the capital cost for dep.-eciation 
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(3) while the Atomic Energy Commission uses & value of 1.3~ (29). 
Interim replfcements 
When the sinking-fund method ia used for calculating depreciation, 
a provi1ion must be made for replacement of items of equipueat having a 
life span less than the estimated service life of the plant. All aTera.ge 
allowance of O.JS% of the plant capital cost can be used (26). However 
this account i.a usually included in the depreeiation account. 
Insurf!lee 
Every company should carry some form of insuranoe against accidents 
to equipnent and personnel. Thia can include fire, windstorm, hail, flood, 
~quake, explosion, loss of use, public liability, worklllen'a compen-
sation, automobile, marine, title, fidelity, forgery, credit, and many 
others. This cost may range from 0.10 to 0.3S% of the total plaat inwst-
ment. An average of 0 . 25% is used by the Bureau of Power (26). Insurance 
agaunat nuclear huards to. the plant itself may add another 0.25% to the 
cost for nuclear plants. The law requires prin.te operators of nuclear 
plants larger than 100 MW to have the full amount of liability b.surance 
available from commercial sources. This was $60,000,000 in 1959. The 
cost of this insurance depends upon the location and safety cbaraeteriatics 
of the nuclear plant and alao upon its use, thermal capacity, and. contain-
Jllent. The annual pnnd.ums can range from 0.25% to 0.93% of the plant 
investment. The fee for indemnity up to $500,000,000 provided by the 
Federal Government for nu.clear power plants is $30 per year per thermal 
megawatt. Thia can amount to around 0.03% of the plant investment per 
year. Therefore the total nuelear insurance of a plant can vary from 
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0.8% to 1. 5% of the plant capital coat. 
I!!!.! 
Taxes on any enterprise are many and the methods of computing them are 
diverse. Federal taxes include income., old age., unemployment and excise 
taxes. Outside of income taxes, these taxes may cost around 0. 1%. State 
and local taxes paid by privately- owed utilities include property, ineome., 
franchise., capital stoek., gross earnings or receipt., occupation. or license, 
energy or generation., unemployment., and excise taxes. These taxes amount 
to around 2.37% of the investment. About GS% of this cost ia property 
taxes. In calculating the Federal income tax., the normal and surtax 
corporate rate amounts to 52% of the difference remaining after deduction 
from gross revenues of other taxes, all production costs, depreciation., 
insurance, and interest to b0ndholders. The federal income tax will vary 
from company to company from 2~ to 6% of the plant investment. The Bureau 
of Power has folllld the national average to be 3.57% (26). Budge and Uoyd 
use a value of 3.3% for Federal income tax and 2.0% for ether taxes (J). 
The Atomi.e Energy CoJlllli.ssion uses a value of 4.6% for Federal income tax 
and 2.1% for other taxes (29). 
Summary of fixed charges 
Percentages used to calculate fixed charges vary (Table 2). The 
fixed charges will make up greater than 50% of power costs so the rates 
.should be calculated very carefully. These rates., as has been indicated, 
will vary for different companies. Each individual eompany will investi-
gate its ow. particular situation. All rates indicated in this section, 
however, should give the reader an indication of the amount of expenses 
,. 
Table 2. Total annual fixed charges on nuclear plant investment 
U oyd 
AEC Office of and 
Operations& Budgeb 
Cost of money 6.35% 6.0% 
Depreciation 1. 73 1.2 
Interim replacements 0. 35 
Insurance 1.00 
Federal income taxes 3. 57 J . 3 
Other taus 2.47 2,0 
Total 15.5 12.5 
•From AEC report T.ID-8506 (26) 
bFrom Amerl.ean Power Conference Procee.dings (3) 
cFrom A.EC co.at studies (25) 
AEC 
studies0 
6 . (1,( 
1.3 
4. 6 
!:! 
14.0 
Pu.blic 
utility& REAa 
4.5% 2.0% 
2 •. 2.4 3. 1 
0. 35 o. 35 
1.0 1. 0 
0 0 ·~ 
hl hl 
9.2 7. 0 
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apportioned to each account. 
Fuel Costs 
Fuel is the largest item of expense of all the production cos1:s. Since 
the fuel is of prime importance as far as nuclear plant economics is con-
cerned, it is treated in & separate section from other production costs. 
Contrary to fixed charges, fuel can be directly related to production of 
the plant. 
Fossil fuel costs 
Th_e expense in coal costs is the original price of the coal plu~ trans-
portation eosts. According to a survey by Park, more than half of the coal 
burned in Iowa power plants came from Illinois ( 13). The cost of this coal 
ranged from $2. 85 to $4. 16 per ton with a mean cost of $3. 74 per ton. The 
transportation costs on this coal ranged from $1.24 to $4.86 per t on with 
a mean transportation cost of $2. 50 per ton. Thus the transportation 
costs are approximately 4°" of the total cost for ~oal. Assuming one pound 
of coal gene~ates one kilowatt-hour of electricity, the fuel cost is 
slightly greater than 3 mills/KWH. 
The average haul of coal in 1958, according to the National Coal 
Association, was 295 miles (11}. This reference also indica.tes this value 
has changed very little over the last 25 years. The nverage total cost of 
coal for the United States in 1959 was $6. 37 per ton vhile for Iowa it was 
$5.69 per ton. The coal used in Iowa costs on the average 27. 8¢ per 
million BTU in 1959. A 1959 survey by Electrical World showed that fuel 
costs in 1958 for large plants were 80. 8% of production costs or 3 
milla/KWH (2). 
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The average cost of natural gas for the United States was 22.J; per 
million BTU in 1959 (11). In Iowa the cost waa 2-5.9¢ per million BTU. The 
higher cost in Iowa is a reflection of natural gaa transportation eoata. 
The efficiency of obtaining energy from coal ia increasing. In 1935 
· the beat United Sta tea plant• were getting a fuel rate of l lb of coal/KWH 
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while the average was 1.-44 lb of coal/KWH. In 1955 this rate va-1 decreased 
to e.73 lb of coal/lWH for the best plants to 0. 9S lb of coal/KWH on the 
average. It is estimated that by 1980 the beat pl.ants will get a fuel rate 
of 0. 58 lb of coal/KWH (26). 
Nuel9arfuel cycle coats 
There are many variables to consider when calculating nuelear fuel 
costs. The fabrication costs will vary depending upon the type of fuel 
used and the type and method of cladding,. These costs will also vary de-
pending upon company doing the fabricating. 
The fuel cycle u.pen_se can be broken down into general categories de-
pending upon a particular part of the fuel cycle. Each of these categories 
will be investigated separately. 
Pureh&H 0f fllel upliea 'l'he firat coat to investigate for the 
fuel cycle ia the original. purchase of the u.ram.um. The Government 
actually owns all fissionable materials but "rents" the materials to each 
individual eoneem. The starting source and fiaaionable material ean be 
enriched UF6, depleted w6, some form of natural uranium, thorium, u
233
, 
or plutonimn. The first process is to get the material into the desired 
chemical, physical, and metallurgical form. The two 1110st commonly useci 
fuel elements are uranium me-tal and the ceramic, 1.lJ"&Jliwn dioxide (uo2). 
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According ~o Lane it presently costs $20 to $30/kg U to process UF6 into 
U02 and $15 te $18/ kg tJ to process UF 6 inta the metal ( 9). · The long 
range forecast is t0 bring these costs t o $8 to $10/kg U for conversion to 
uo2 and $3 to $7/kg U for conversion to the metal. 
Next the fuel element material must be fabricated into 'the proper size 
and shape. After this the fuel elements must be clad or ahe•thed. Fit-
tings and hardware muat be attached. to prepare the fuel el~nta f or 
loading into the reactor. Next comes the quail ty control analysis, in-
spection, handling, and. shipping between various points in fuel proces•ing 
operation. All during this time care must be used not to asaembl.4 en.ougb. 
fissionable material that a critical reaction could result. Material 
losses, co:Jt of scrap recovery, and rework must be taken into eonaideration. 
Since the material is actually in charge of the concern whieb. will use the 
fuel elements~ the use charge or "rent" must be paid. 
This fabrication cost can vary according to many factors. The coat 
increases rapidly for elements of leas than o.4 inches diameter. Lane 
indicates the fabrication e-ost can vary from $25 to $74/kg U f0r stainless 
steel clad elements and $50 to $150/kg lJ for zirconium elad elements (9). 
The long range ferecast is $15 to $SO/kg lJ for stainless steel clad 
elpients and $25 to $75/kg u for zirconium clad elements. The Zircaloy 
coats can range from J°" to SO% of the t otal fabrication costs. Table 
3 gives an indication of the variance of fabrication cost with respeet to 
fuel type and cladding. 
Depletion As the reactor operates it "bums-up" the fissionable 
material in the eore. Thie burnup eost varies with enriehment of the fuel. 
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Table 3. Fabrication Costs (29) 
Type of Fabrication 
reactor Fuel Cl.adding coat $/kg U 
BWR U02 Zr 140 
PWR uo2 ss uo 
OCR U- l½ w/o Mo-0.l Al Al 60 
SOR u-10 w/o Mo ss llO 
EBR u-10 w/o Mo Zr (pina) 480 
FBB. Depleted u-2. 75 w/o Mo ss 45 
»20 Natural U- Zr Zr 50 
Gal Natural U Magn~x 15 
Natural uraai:mn contains o.715% of the fi•sionable isotope u235• However 
most reactors use a fuel with unnium that. haa higher concentrations of 
this isotope called. enriched fuel. Thi• enriching is dene in gaseous dif-
fusion plants. The cost of enriolling increases mon rapidly than the :rate 
of enrichment. Thia is. illustrated in Table 4. 
Above 2% initial enrichment the bumup eest is almost ind.ependent of 
the enrichment and exposure level. Bel.ow 2% enrichment lower burnup coats 
may be adueved by employing natur.al or lew-enriehed fuel for moderate 
exposures or a slightly greater enriched fuel £or longer exposures. 
The cost of depletion, therefore,, is a function of the enrichment. It 
is <l&lculated. as the value of the fuel charged into the reactor minus the 
ffl.ue of the fuel removed from the reaetor phts any losses in fabrication 
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Table 4. Coat of Enrichment (29 ) 
Weight fraction Official Charge Differential Cost 
u2l5 $/kg U $/kg u 
0.0012 40. 50 
0 .01 75. 75 35. 35 
0 .02 220. 20 144. 45 
0 .03 375. 50 155. 30 
0 .04 535. 50 160. 00 
o.os 698. 25 162. 75 
and reprocessing. 
Use charge This expense is the so-called "rent" of the special 
nuclear material from the Atomic Energy Commission. It is charged at a 
rate of 4% per year. This use charge is computed on the basis of the ~ 1 
1,o-lJ ,~ -- - --
average value of the fuel. Thus if the fuel is valued at $300/kg U before 
putting it into the core and $100/kg U after discharging it from the core, 
the average value is $150/kg. The use charge would be 0.04/yr times 
$150/kg or $6/yr kg for the fuel in the core. If½ of the amount of the 
fuel in the core is tied up in r~pro~easing, fabrication, and inventory$ 
the use charge would be 1.5 times $6/kg yr or a total of $9/kg yr for the 
entire cycle of fuel. If, for example, it takes 4 years for the entire 
fuel cycle to be completed, the uae charge is 4 times $9/kg yr or $36/kg u. 
Shipping charges Thia expense covers the cost of shipping of the 
irradiated fuel elements to the reprocessing plant. This cost will be 
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determined by the distance shipped. Since the fuel is radioactive, it 
must be shipped in heaT,Y shield casks. An uample is worked out by 
Rubinstein for spent fuel elements from the Yankee reactor (17). The 
shipping ea,ks weigh 60,000 lbs each and each will hold 2,000 lba of spent 
fuel. It is upeeted 4 casks will be used for a period of 3 months each 
year. Freight from Rove, Mass. to Hanford, Wash. ia currently $2.80/kg. 
The freight.for the retum of the empty easks is $1.40/kg. The .cask 
rental ia $1.JO/kg, the carrier charge is $0.50/kg; and insuranee ia 
$4.00/kg. Therefore the total aest would be $10.00/kg of ur:AD.i\lln shipped. 
ReW9oe1sw This coat covers the reproeessing of the spent fuel 
and the chemical separation of the irradiated fuel to decontaminated and 
pure f onlS of tfF t;, plutollium metal, uranyl nitrate solution of u23J, or 
thorium nitrate solution. A reproeeaaing ceat is estimated to be 
$15,300/day. A metric ton per day ia assumed to be processed plua an 
allowance of 8 days for start-up, shut-down, and clean-up (24). The con-
version of UN03, which is obtained in the chend.cal reprocessing, to w6 
ia $5.60/kg for an onrichmtnt of less than 5% and $32/kg for an enrichment 
greater than 5% (26). The cost of conversion of PuN03 to PU metal is 
$1.SO/gm. 
Plutolli.\ml. credit There is one consolation from all the expenses in 
the fuel cycle. The plutonium obtained is bought back by the Gov&rmnent. 
The Government it currently paying $l0/f!JJl for Pu. The price ia expected 
to drop to $ll/gm in 19635 therefore this value is used in calculations 
(29). 
Oost of wol'k::ing capital There Y.ill be an intere&t charge for money 
needed to pay for fabrication of the fuel elements. A rate ef 6% i:s 
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charged against the full fabrication cost for the period required for 
fabrication and storaga and against the aTerage value of the cost of 
fabrication during the in-core period (25) . It ia assumed the fabricati<Hl 
capital is sero when the fuel is remowd from the core. 
Irradiation. level The irra.d;iation level can be defined as tho 
total amout of energy which is released frOJll a unit weight of fuel. 
Benedict and Pigford explain a method for calculat:ing irradiation level 
or burn.up, as it is commonly called, in mega.watt-days per metric ton (1) . 
The burnup is: 
or 
E = atoms fissioned x 192 Mev x 6.02 x (1<>23) atoma 
at om of fuel fission gram atom 
x 11854 (10•24) MW::dfl! x u.E!! atoins of t'1,1el 
' Mev A grams 
X 106 grama 
Metric ton 
8 E = 2,143 (lO·) 
A MW-days/ton 
A= atomic weight of fuel 
= burn.up fraction 
(7) 
(8) 
The burnup fraction is the atom fractii>n of makeup fuel eonTerted to fis-
sion products. If one assumes a. eont:muoua fuel feed for a well-mixed, 
uraniwn fueled. reactor, the bumup fraction would be the gram atoms of 
fission product removed from the reactor per second divided by the sum of 
the gram atoms of u235 plus the gram at0U'l8 of u238 fed into the reactor per 
second. For a natural or slightly enriched reactor., the burnup fraction 
can be appruimated. by the number of fission-product pairs per original 
atom of v238• Since in most reactors the fuel ia not well-mixed and eon ... 
tinuously fed., an average value would be used for the bumup fraction. 
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In order for nuekar power to become competitive with conventional 
power, fuel bumupa must be increased. As bas been show, the fuel burn.up 
is directly proportional to the burnup fraction. This fraction il!l limited 
by a nµmber of factors. When each fuel atom is fiaaioned two fission pro-
duct atoms, called fission product pairs. take it1 place. The replace.nent 
of the original fuel by these fission product pairs oauaes· distortion in 
the fuel elements. Also these fission produet"s have absorption for 
neutrons. The effect of the neutron economy can be great with the l;,uild-
up of certain elements especially xenon and samarium. The bumup fraction 
is function of type of ~tor, whether a converter or a breeder, type of 
fuel element, and elll'ichment of fuel. 
Smmpary of fuel costs 
As baa been mentioned the f•l costs e&n vary considerably depending 
upon the type of reactor considered. Table 5 lists the expected fuel 
coats possible for a 300-MW nuclear reactor built today. These nuclear 
fuel costs are still higher than the low-cost fossil fuel; however some 
concepts are comparable to high-coat fuel. 
Fuel costs for seven reactor types and. a conventional coal plant is 
ill~trated in Figure 8. These c.unes an for plants obtaining the burn-
up indicated in Table s. A compariaen with Figure 6 shows that the light 
water reactors are the only concepts which have both low fuel-cycle aoats 
and low capital costs. The organic moderated and fast breeder reactors 
have low capital costs but high fuel-cycle coats. The gas cooled reactor 
has_a low fuel-cycle cost but a high capital cost. 
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Table .5. Total energy coat■ ot large power pl.antau 
Current (19S9)b Ame arac OCR0 MWRC GCR0 SGRC FRBC OCRC TBRC coa1ci Md a,rad OCRd 
enr. nat. U CSH8 csus CSHI 
I 
Bumup, MWD/T 1.3,000 ll,000 4,SO0 .3,960 10,000 .3,000 ll,000 li% 1.3,000 u,ooo 7,SOO 
atom burnup 
239/12,7t 19.3/mt 200/127t Plant aise, HW 300 300 .300 .300 .300 300 300 300 300 .300 32.5 
Energy coats, 111.lle/KWB 
Fuel cycle co.ta 
Fabrication 1.2s 1.71 1.8'7 2 • .36 0.87 0.89 1.14 2.68 
Shipping 0.18 0.19 o.4is 0.72 0.20 0.53 0.17 O.Jl 
Depletion 1.81 1 • .54 2.6l 1.24 1.88 1.6.5 2.rt 1.96 
Reproceaaing 0.42 0.40 0.714. 1.16 0.46 1.1.5 0.3S l.JS 
Plutonium credit -0.96 -0.73 -0.8/+ -1.53 -0.9.5 -1.14 -0 • .52 -1.42 
Use charge 0.49 0.1.5 o.s16 o.os 0.70 0.4.5 o.69 0.81 
Interest charge 0.19 0.21 
-2:J!O 0.22 o.os ~ 0.12 ~ 
2.40/1.oot Total fuel coet .3.38 Pli .5.7;f 4.22 .3.21 3 • .35 4.12 7.10 2.84 2.ll/o.99t 2.s4/o.93t 
Fixed charges .5.0.5 .5.26 4 • .3,9 7.0.5 .5.97 7. i:J:J 6.os .5.10 3 • .31 3.9.5 5.07 4.02 
Operation and maintenance 0 • .59 o.61 1.09 0.91 0.89 0.61 0.70 0.79 o.J6 0.54 o.66 1.13 
Nuclear insurance 0.26 ~ 0.2,~ 2-:.B ~ 2.:l1 ~ 0.26 0.21 0.26 0.22 9.28 13.25 6 • .51 - 9.39 9.14 Total energy coats 9 U.4:5 12.so 1 .3 ll.89 ll 7.so 
Capital coat, $/KW 242 26.3 220 .360 JOO 380 . 303 2SS 168 197 2.54 201 
Future potenU&lb 1966 J/67 WOS NSH1 
196'7 1969 1968 1969 1969 1970 
&lergy coete, mills/KWH 
Total fuel coat 2.56 2.26 1.96 1.8;3 1.21 2.62 2.00 1.99 2.54 2.12 
Fixed cbargee 4.40 4 • .34 3.91 3.s:3 ,5.80 4.6J 4.47 4.43 J.83 6.38 
Operation and maintenance 0 • .59 0.61 0.61 1.0~9 0.91 0.49 0.70 0.79 1.09 2 • .5.3 
Hu.clear insurance 0.25 ~ ~-23 o.z~ o.28 ~ ¥:H ~ 0.25 .2:J.Q Total anergy coats 1.so 7.45 .71 ~; no 7.98 • • 7.71 u • .33 
4 Dat& tor a plant with 80% load. factor and 14% fixed charges 8ooa1 coate ot JO¢ per mUUon BTU 
beates are tor start ot construction hwi.thout ~perheat 
cFram AlOO report.a TID-8.516 and TID-8.517 (2J.,2S) iW1th superheat 
drrom AJOO report. NI0-9400 (27) 
9Abbreviatione 1n appendix 
tNucle&r/coal 
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Operation and Maintenance Costs 
The operation and nlai.ntonance coata are sometimes _called fixe.d operating 
expenses because they are a function of plant eapacity u wll as plant 
operation. These operation and maintenance costs are somewhat higher for a 
nuclear plant than they are foJ" a conventional plant. The primary reason 
for this difference i.a the attendant safety problems inherent in the radi-
ological and biological aspects of nuclear plants. However theae operation 
and maintenan~ costs make up only about 10% of the total power costs. 
Supervision and enp.neering 
SomewluJ.t mo.re engineering and technical personnel would be required 
for a nuclear plant than would be required for a conventional plant. Cur-
rently in nuolear plan.ts many of the operating functions mat be performed 
by engineering or technical perS0nnel while in. a conventional plant tht,se 
duties can be performed by non-technical personnel or staff people 'Whose 
services extend over several generating stations in a parti<rul.ar ayatem. 
Therefore this portion of operation and maintenance coat'B will be hi&her 
for a nuclear plant. 
Stati.Qn labor 
Because of radiological and biological aspeets., newness of nuelear 
operations., Gl>'ll"&ting lieenaes, and other requirements set up by govern-
mental regulations, the operating organuation of a nuclear plant 'Will 
require a greater percentage of higher paid jobs together with more person-
nel.. 
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Fringe benefits 
This category includes vacations, hospitalization and sick benefits, 
insu.rance, pensions, payroll taxes and other employee benefits. Twenty 
percent is added to the estimated cost of supervision, engineering, and 
station labor to cover this cost (29) . 
Operating supplies, maintenance materials. and services 
Supplies usually cover items such as water for make-up and general 
use, lubricating oils, water-treatment chemicals, tools, and wiping cloths. 
Maintenance materials are materials used in repairs not chargeable to de-
preciation. Also included in this category is a service for irradiation 
monitoring both on the plant site and off the plant site as well as testing 
and calibrating dosimeters, etc . 
Allowance f or s;pecial ite1ns 
Covered under this category are make-up of coolant and special main-
tenance and operating techniques Associated with specific reactor concepts . 
Organi c and heavy water are two coolants that can add considerable expense 
to operation. Make-up of organic coolants are calculated at 25 pounds per 
megawatt per day at a cost of 13.5¢ per pound (29) . This amounts to around 
o.s uilla/KWH. HeayY water losses are calculated at a rate equivalent to 
J% per y-ear of the total inventory at a cost of $28 per pound (29) . This 
cost may be from O. J to 0.4 mills/KWH. 
Summary of operation and maintenance costs 
The total operation and maintenance costs may be 0 . 6 to 1.1 mills/KWH 
for nuclear plants and 0. 3 to 0.4 mills/KWH for conventional plants . 
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POW.ER REACTOR ECONOMICS 
Total energy costa for eight reactor concepts are illustrated in Figure 
9. These costs are estimated using a load factor of ~ . The fixed char-
ges are assumed to be 14% of the initial investment. A plant construction 
of 3½ years and an additioul 3 years to attain an equilibrium on the fuel 
cycle is assumed tc determine the 8osts (.25). These eurves are a composite 
of Figures Sand 6 plus operation and maintenance coats. 
There are several concepts to consider wen making a choice for a 
power reactor. The light -water reactors seem to be the mGBt economical. 
However there are several aspects of the other reactor conc•pts that need 
to be evaluated. The follo'Wing sections will deal with specific :reactor 
types. 
Pressurized Water Reactors 
D4!scription 
The PWR (pressuri~ed -water reactor) is a heterogeneous fueled~ thermal 
reactor that uses ordinary water as the moderator and coolant. The system 
utilizes high pressure water to cool the reactor and gene-rate ateam in a 
heat exchanger. The high pressure keeps the bulk temperature of the cool-
ant below the saturation. telll})erature; therefore no boiling occurs in the 
reacto:,r. 
S:tat\ls 
More knowledge is known in both technology and. operating experience 
with this reactor than in any other ty))e. The basic phyaies is well known. 
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Extensive work has been done with uo2 for use aa fuel. It i• dimen-
sionally stable, easily fabricated, and chemically compatible in water 
ayitems. It also has acceptable retention properties for fiaaion gases 
but an undesirably low thenual conductivity. Stainless steel, zirconium, 
and alumimun have been investigated as clad.din& material$. However stain-
less steel has poor neutron economy conditions, zirconium i1 costly, and 
alumin'Ulll is corroai ve in high temperature systems. 
Aa a result of recent developments, larger and thicker presSUN 
vessels. can 'be constructed essentially out of carbon and low alloy steels; 
hovevar they are usually elad with stainless steel. Other compounts such 
as piping, valves, and pumps,. ha.ve been developed. 
The Shippingport Atomic Pove-:r Station has been easier to operate than 
a fossil-fuel plant. Unlike a conventional boiler, the reactor can be 
controlle.d eontinuousl)" down to zero power with stability. So far, main-
tenance has been minor and mast of the troubles have come from the non-
nuclear port;i.ons of the plant. Fuel life in the-first core has been 
greater than design values (19). 
The Yukee Atomic Electric Power Station should reach full power oper-
ation by mid-year 1961. Novel feature.a which will be checked by thia 
reactor include: an elevated aonta1nme~t sphere for easy inspeeti~.n and 
equipment installation and Jllaintena:ace, use of beric acid solution in the 
reactor water during cold shutdown to depress reactivity, and an in-core 
.i,nstrumentation system for monitoring power generation. This power plant 
has been built at less than expected coats. At 136 MW it is expected to 
generate electricity in the ll to 15 mi~/KWH range while conventional 
power in this same general area costs around 9 mills/KWH (4). 
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Potential 
Experiments v.i.11 be carried out to determine effects of bulk hoiling 
in the core. Investigations must be made to develop control rods with suf-
ficient ''worth" for long burnups. Coat savings will be made by using ear-
bon and low alloy steels instead of stainless ateela in certain areas, but 
more data is required for these steels. Developments in the components 
system will reduce easts considerably. Pumps with mechanical seals would 
be cheaper than the canned. pumps. Containment costs might be reduced by 
using either "burp" or vapor suppression methods to reduce pressure build-
up in the containment building in caae of an excursion. Vapor suppression 
is a method in which steam released is condensed by sprays or tanks of 
cold water. "Burp" is a method in vhich initial preswre is released to 
the atmosphere; theref ore thinner containment can be used. 
Cheaper fuel cycle. costs can be realized by cheaper fabrication tech-
niques and longer fuel exposure. Current technology indicates burn.ups of 
27,SOO MWD/T are possible for ceramic fueb without excessive damage or 
fission gas release. 
It is expected that this type of nuclear power plant will continue to 
be one of the JDOlt economic. large plants sh0uld soon be economically 
competitive with conventional plants in areas of high-cost fossil fuels. 
Boiling Water Reactor 
Description 
The BWR (boiling water reactor) is a heterogeneous fueled, thennal 
reactor with light water as coolant and moderator. It can u.ae the direct 
cycle (steam directly from the reactor), the indiNct cycle (steam 
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generated in a heat exchanger), or the dual cycle (steam is generated both 
in t he reactor and in a heat exchanger by water from t he react or) . It can 
use natural or forced circulation. 
Status 
The BWR has d~awn on t he technology from the PWR since they are both 
light water cooled and moderated reactors. The BWR does have boiling in 
the reactor so steam voids cause a variable not found in other reactor 
concepts . However by using the proper water-to-fuel volume ratio; the de-
sired void coeffi cient at a particular operating condition can be obtained. 
The fuel conditions are similar f or both light water reactors; there-
fore the fuel concepts of the PWR are applicable . The heat transfer char-
acteristics are complicated somewhat by the steam vol'UIIl8 fractions . 
In general, this system can use components and auxiliaries from con-
ventional plants or non-boiling reactors . Specific developments have been 
made, however, because of the water activity, water decomposition., and 
corrosion of materials in saturated steam. 
There has been conaiderable operating experience with this concept . 
The BORAX prototypes are now in their fifth concept. The EBWR and VBWR 
experiments have also added to t he knowledge of boiling water reactors. 
The Dresden Nuclear Power Station has shown excellent load following 
characteristics and stability under steady state and transient conditions. 
React or stability was demonstrated even at steam voids greatly in excess 
of design conditions. Ability t o control and measure core power distrib-
ution has been proved. Radioactivity in the turbine plant during operation 
has been observed to be l ower than anticipated. Feasibility of refueling 
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and maintenance techniques have also been demonstrated (16). 
Potential 
Future coat savings might be realized by using the direet cycle. Thia 
cycle would. not need large rises and heat exchangers which are used in the 
dual cycle. A future u:rlnga may alao be realised by increasing the power 
donsity and thus decreasing the sise of the reactor ve11el. Power flat-
tening used to obtain the high power density can give longer burnup on the 
fuel. Containment costs may be reduced also for the BWR by using "bUJ'P" 
or vapor suppression techniques. 
A sizeable cost decrease can be realized by using nuclear superheat. 
Thia reduction nuld be due mainly to higher plant efficiencies and 
cheaper turbines. The nuclear superheat program will tend to blend the 
BWR and PWR concepts into one light water reactor program. 
Boiling water reactor plants completed in the latter part of this 
decade in the 300 MW range might ·have total power cost of around 7.45 
mill.a/KWH. An addition of a nuclear auperheater may reduce this cost to 
6.71 mills/KWH. This cost can be compared with coal plants in thia size 
range with fuel costs of 35¢ per million BTU. The conventional plants 
in the 300 MW range should have a total power generation coat of around 
6.99 mills/KWH (24) . 
Organic Cooled Reactor 
Description 
The organiG cooled reactor is a heterogeneous fueled, thermal reactor 
utilising an organic fluid as coolant and moderator. However other 
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moderators may be used also. The organic cool.ant generates steam in a 
heat exchanger. 
Status 
The physics of this reactor concept is similar to light water react ors 
because the neutrons are moderated essentially by hydrogen. For f uel ma-
t erials an alloy of u~J.5 wt% Mo + 0.1% Al has been developed. Recent 
work has been concerned with U02 clad in aluminum powder metallorgy. 
The physical properties of the organics are somewhat inferior to t hose 
of water. Heat ~ransfer properties of organics are only about one fif t h 
those of water. A high radiolytic decomposition rate for the organics can 
result in high coolant make- up costs. Organic coolants are also a poten-
tial fire hazard. However the organics do have an advantage in that they 
are not corrosive . Components for an organic system have been proved in 
the petroleum industry. 
The organics have large negative temperature coefficients, negative 
void coefficients, and negative power coefficients. 
Operating experience has been obtained through the Organic Moderat ed 
Reactor Experiment. 
Potential 
The potential of t he OCR is dependent upon successful realization of 
t he development program. This would include an achievement of a fuel 
capable of a high heat transfer rate to the organic coolant and high 
burnup. Increasing the power density from 19 to 44 KW/liter of core will 
permit a reduction in the core size and number of control rods . 
It.is hoped that a power cost of not more than 6. 67 mills/KWH can be 
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realized by latter part of this decade. 
Sodium Graphite Reactor 
Description 
The sodillltl graphite reactor is a heterogeneous fueled, graphite mod-
erated reactor. It uaes two coolant loops of sodium because the primary 
sodium become• radioactive. The secondary sodium generates superheated 
steam in a heat •xchanger. 
St&t\la 
Experimental work has been ~one to determine parameter•, core aise, 
and reactor stability. The u-1½ Mo cut alloy has show good dilllen.aional 
stability at a low burnup. 
Sodium has very good heat transfer propertiee. Much work has been 
done on the properties of sodium. It is not corroai"ve when pure but 
slight amounts of impurities especially oxygen QUl cause it to corrode 
many materials. It is .very reactive with water whieh causes problems 
in sodium-water heat exchangers. Component parts in the sodium system are 
quite costly. These include electromagnetic and sodium lubricated pwnps, 
bellow seal and freese seal valves, piping and component heating, con-
trols, instrumentation, and inert gas handling. Component heating is 
required because of the 209°F melting point of sodium. 
The Sodium Reactor .Experiment has show the system to be very reliable 
as well as extremely stable. 
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Potential 
The economic potential of the sodium gra-phite reactor is primarily de-
pendent on the deyelopment of a ceramic fuel that will give long e.xponres, 
has a simplified design, and has a bigh heat conductivity. Uraniwn carbide 
may satisfy these conditions if it ean be economically developed. 
The successful development of the calandria core should reduce the 
capital coats somewhat. In this design the graphite is contained. iI.l a 
single large vessel, vertically penetrated by fuel channels. 
Cost reductions can be realised by increasing the efficiency of the 
power plant cycle. This can be attained by increasing the condition of 
the steam to 2,400 psia and 1,000°F with 1,000°F re-heat. Additional coat 
reductions can be realized through successful de-velopment of simplified 
steam generators. 
Gas Cooled Reactor 
Description 
The gas cooled reaetcr is a heterogeneous type, thermal reactor. It 
can use natural uranium or enriched uranium as fuel and it can be moderated 
by graphite or heavy water. The coolant usual.ly uaed is either helium or 
carbon dioxide. 
Statua 
Natural uranium The United Kingdom has obtained a considerable 
amount of Worma~ion through operation of natural uranium, gas cooled 
reactors. In these United Kingdom reactors, unalloyed uranium metal clad 
in Magnox baa been shown to be capable of exposures to 3,000 Ml@/T at 
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temperatures below the alph-beta transition. 
The major limitation on_co2 as a coolant is that it must be relatively 
free from CO which will react with graphite in the reactor. Reaction of 
graphite with co2 i s not a problem below 950°F. 
A major problem with gas cooled reactors is heat transfer. Gases have 
a low specific heat. Therefore the fuel elements must be finned in order 
to have a sufficiently large surface area from which to transfer heat gen-
erated in the fuel . 
Enriched fuel The technology of enriched, gas cooled reactors has 
dra~ heavily on technology for natural uranium reactors. The Experimental 
Oas Cooled Reactor is designed to operate using stainless steel clad uo~ 
,h 
as fuel and helium as coolant. A burnup of 10,000 MWD/T is expected at a 
gas temperature of l,OS0°F. H~lium is chosen as the coolant to eliminate 
any chemical reactions with graphite at these high temperatures. 
Potential 
Natural uranium large scale development in this country of a 
natural uraniwn reactor will depend upon two f actors. It must shown 
significantly greater potential than the United Kingdom concept. It must 
also show a greater potential than the »20 moderated, natural uranium 
reactor. 
Enriched fuel An increase in the gas coolant temperature would re-
duce costs by decreasing heat exchanger size. An increase in the system 
pressure from JOO to 400 psi would increase the power density of the core, 
reduce component size~ and reduce pumping power. An increase in t he fuel 
centerline temperature can also increase the power density. 
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Fuel costs can be reduced through reduetions in fabrication costs and 
longer exposure• for the fuel elements. 
Fast Breeder Reactor 
De.scription 
The fast breeder reactor does not have a 11t0derator so most fissions 
are e&":sed by neutrons with energy greater than O.l MEV. The result is a 
high denai ty fissionable material in a small core. Conversion ratios 
greater .than one cu. be obtained in these reactors. 
Status 
Critical experi.Dlents have been run and reactivity coefficients veri-
fied. Major developnent, however, is needed in the fuel cycle. Low burn-
up ia a pn,blem. Mo.re work is required on plutonium fuels, method• of 
&eCODBllOdating growth) aJld cladding mate.rials for high temperatun oper-
ation. 
Liquid sodbnn seems to be an ideal coolant ho.cause of its high heat 
transfer propeJ>t~••• Information on this cool.ant ia obtained through 
work on the •~dium graphite reaeto~•• 
Reactor safety has been a problem so :far with fast breeder reactera. 
The problems receiving the moat attention are melt-down and supercriti-
cality. Energy release associated with non-moderated systems that have 
high concentration of fiasionable material is also being innstigated. 
Potential 
Cost "ductions can be realized in simplification of design. These 
reductions oan be realized through improvement, in the reactor preasure 
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vessel and the surraooding shield, cheaper methods of fuel handHng, an 
increaae ·in system pressure to around 20 paia, .and an increase in coolant 
velocity. These last two factors will reduce pumping requirement• and 
piping eoat (30). 
A major reduction in fuel cycle eost should result b1 using plutonium 
instead of the present lJ-Mo alloy. 
Thermal Breeder Reactor 
Description 
Two-region circulating-fuel reaetors would have a f\lel solution con-
sistin.g of uranyl eulfate, predominately fisaionable uranium, in »2o in 
the core. The second region would be a blanket consisting of Tho2 slurry. 
The two solutions weuld be circulated thr~ugh a heat exchanger which 
would a.et as the steam generator. 
Status 
A large power plant c.ould net be built using current ~elmology, but 
sufficient .toehnical werk has been done to arrive at several conclusions. 
Neutron balaneee and breeding ratios have boen calculated. Stainless 
steel has been established as the general container material and Zircoloy 
2 as the core tank material. 
Operating experienee with the Homogeneous Reactor bperiments have 
demonstrated the ;following: nuclear and chemical stability at average 
:power d.ensitiea as high a1 32 KW/liter~ safe handling of the highly radio-
active fuels at high pressure and temperature, effectiveness of the neg-
ative temperature coefficient in regulation of reactivity fluctuations, 
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control by varying fuel concentration, and safe handling of radiolytie 
g-.1. 
Potential 
The eeonomic potential of this reactor eone•pt cannot be evaluated 
beeause the technology has not been sufficiently developed. The tedl-
nology may not be available until the early part of the next decade. 
Heavy Water Reactor 
J>!scri.ption 
This natural urani'Wll, »2o moderated reactor utilizes aolid heteroge-
neous tn,e fuel elements clad with Zircoloy 2. nio is eireulated to cool 
and moderate the reactor and is then circulated thi'ough a heat exehanger 
to generate steam. 
Status 
No large power i,lant has been built using this type of reactor. The 
version of D2o reactor, vb.ether :p.tessurized or boiling, preaunae tube er 
presl'Ure vessel, is still un.d•cided. Research must be done on fuel element 
fabrication and the determination of irradiation beha'ri.or. Major experi-
mental work on heat transfer has been done on sub-cooled liquid coolant, 
but work will need to be done on boil.iDg heat tran•sfer ! leak tight ayatem 
must be designed to eliminate losses of the costly »2o. 
Potential 
Since the technology of the heavy water reactor ie not well eatabliahtd, 
it is difficult to give an eval11&tion of ita future potential.. However an 
SI 
,conomic pot•nti&l NY _be. nui•ed through a auece•aful Q'ffloJllllnt of 
pr.-.~ tubflf tor• long Uwd eon. ll~ctionf bl tuel e1-ent tihrioa• 
tion •d. incn._d. ~•un time colll.d rel\llt in.& po•r coat or 1.20 
milla/KWJI' br 1949. 
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SUMMARY AND OONCUJSlONS 
The cost of nuclear power is still higher than conventional. power. By 
the latter part of this decade, several reactor concepts may be economical.• 
ly competitive with conventional po•.r eapeoially in large. sised plan.ta 
located in areas of high fuel cost. 
Many new power plants must be built to handle the future power demand. 
Expectationa are that nuclear powr plants may ftirnish as mueh as 20% of 
the demand of the nation by 1988. At the expected power growth, the 
nuclear capacity alone in 1980 .may be 80% of 'the total power capacity to-
day. 
When making an econ~mio evaluation of a nuclear power plaut with 
respect to a conventioul plant, a total system analyai.s must be under-
taken. This should include p, analysis of plant loading-. well a1 plant 
size and location. So far most eost estimate• have been baaed 011 the as ... 
sumption that a nuelear plant will be base loaded.. Hewever:; there seems 
to be no valid reason that a nuclear plant could not be leaded accordi.Dg 
to incremental production coats. 
The capital costs of a nuelear plant are higher than thoae of a con-
Yentional plant. The majo.r eoat ditf e:rence is a reflection of reactor 
equipment and eontaimnent costs as well a.s other special eq\li.pment needed 
in th~ nuclear power plant. As equipment is standardised, COJts of the 
two types of plants will be brought more into line. At the same tinie 
nuclear fuel cycle costs should drop below fossil fuel costs. The result 
will be that total energy costs for the nuclear plant will be lower than 
those for the conve-:ntional plant. This process will first ocQUI' in the 
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large-sized plants built in are~s of high fossil fuel eost. 
The light water reactc,rs seem to be. the moat economioal type of reactor 
for the immediate future. The technology and operating experience with 
these reactors have been fairly well established. As more knowledge is 
obtained about the 0rganie moderated and sodium graphite coneepts, they 
should challenge the light water reactors in productien of ecenomie power. 
The gas cooled reactor will continue to be the leading power producing 
reaetor in the United Kingdom while Canada should obtain mu.ch infc,:rmation 
about heavy water, natural uranium reactors. Fast breeder reactors wen1 t 
become eco11omically competitive with conventional power for aome ti.mt tc 
come because 0f the high fuel cycle coat. 
Nuclear power will continue to expand iB the field of electricity 
generation. It is a v~r, productive way of using the atom for peaceful 
purposes. Nuclear power is a great scientific advancement beth in the 
knowledge of mankind and. in the conservation of natural resources. How-
ever to produce nuclear power at an econt,mio advantage will give an aclded 
i ncentive to the power industry to aid in the advancement of nuclear 
energy. 
An overall coat 8\Ul1ll&J"Y for large power plants is sumioarized in Table 
5. The costs for current status could be expected for plants built t0day 
assuming the burnups as indicated could be attained. There are several 
reactor concepts that have fuel cycle costs comparable t 0 the high cost 
fossil fueb. Expeeted costs for nuclear power plants built in the latter 
part of this decade are also indicated in Table S. 
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APPENDIX 
Reaetors: AHR Aqueous homogeneous reactor 
BWR Beiling water reactor 
FBR Fast breeder reactor 
OOR Gas co,oled reaewr 
HWR Heavy water reactor 
OCR Organic eo~led reactor 
PWR Pressurized water reaetor 
TBR Thermal breeder reaetor 
Terms: APM Aluminum powder me-tallurgy 
BTU British thermal unit 
CSH Coal superheat 
KW Kilowatt 
KWH Kilowatt-hour 
MW Megawatt 
WD/T Megawatt-day/metric ton 
BSB Nuclear superheat 
WOSH Without superheat 
